
VOTER ID EMAIL THREAD WITH JORDON 

Read from bottom to top (first to last). 

 

 

 

--- On Tue, 2/1/11, Christine Gates <caldwellteaparty@yahoo.com> wrote: 

 

From: Christine Gates <caldwellteaparty@yahoo.com> 

Subject: Re: ATTENTION: NC Legislature stalling Voter ID bill 

To: "Jordon M. Greene" <jmg1159@aol.com> 

Date: Tuesday, February 1, 2011, 7:39 AM 

LOL!!!!  I feel asleep in the middle of the email. Sorry. 

 

I stand by my assertion that you are re-defining the situation.  During the normal course of life, and part 

of being a good citizen, people should already have ID.  A $10 ID wouldn't ONLY be used for casting a 

vote, so I don't know why this is such a stumbling block?  You need proper ID to get a job, rent an 

apartment, write a check, buy alcohol or tobacco, buy a gun, buy a car, open a bank account, or rent a 

movie a Blockbuster!  My whole entire life, I have been told I need ID on my person at all times. Why 

don't they?  Why are they special? Why do I, as a responsible citizen, feel the need to carry ID?  This is at 

the heart of a fair election. The burden of proof is on each citizen to prove their eligibility to cast that 

vote. The burden on the state is to verify such proof. 

 

If more people vote for candidates in parties besides (R) and (D), then there would be more "choice" on 

the ballot. State law says you need a certain percentage of voters to cast votes for your party. GET'EM 

TO THE POLLS.  The freedom is there for the taking.  (I know the state puts crazy rules in place for 

third parties, that isn't a Voter ID issue.)  

 

I'm a supportive of third parties. I am oppose fraud in any election.   

 

I think citizens can have greater choices by voting their conscience, and getting very, very involved with 

the Primary candidate selection and campaigns.  If one waits until the General election (Nov) to exercise 

their choice, then it's too late because someone already made the choice for them!  This has nothing to do 

with free or fair elections.  

 

You took offense to my stand against your misplaced assertion "voter choice is eliminated".  I do not 

think all people should necessarily vote. I do think that all people who want to vote should vote.  If you 

don't have a state picture ID or something similar, then that person is not acting in a manner that is 

conducive with a fully informed and engaged electorate.   

 

Freakin' ACORN goes and rounds up the homeless and buys their vote.  ACORN registered countless 

non-existent people/voters with the name Mickey Mouse, etc.... La Raza publically speaks about how 

people residing in the US don't need to be legal citizens to vote - they can help.  These assaults on fair 

elections are the problems I want to stop with picture ID at the polls.  

 

Third party ballot accommodation has nothing to do with preserving a free and fair election.    

 

Smiles, Christine 

(Sent from my iPod) 



 

 

On Feb 1, 2011, at 12:30 AM, "Jordon M. Greene" <jmg1159@aol.com> wrote: 

I don't know if your last sentence came in, it looked like it wasn't finished. 
 
As for redefining words, please explain.  I don't see any redefining of words in "voter choice is eliminated"  Sure, 
maybe those who want to vote Republican or Democrat have a choice, or at least if the still want to, but others are 
not even allowed the chance, the possibility is nearly precluded from even happening.  Even Republicans and 
Democrats choice is eliminated because they are unable to change their mind to a non-Republican or Democratic 
candidate because it isn't allowed on the ballot.  Please explain how any of this is redefinition of words? 
 
For Liberty's Sake, 
Jordon M. Greene 
www.JordonMGreene.com 
 
I recommend visiting: 
Free the Vote North Carolina - www.FreetheVoteNC.com 
Constitution Party of North Carolina - www.ConstitutionPartyNC.com 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Christine Gates <caldwellteaparty@yahoo.com> 
To: Jordon M. Greene <jmg1159@aol.com> 
Sent: Mon, Jan 31, 2011 11:31 pm 
Subject: Re: ATTENTION: NC Legislature stalling Voter ID bill 

You're redefining words now - "voter choice is eliminated"? 
 
Surely you don't think that has nothing to do 
V""" 
Smiles, Christine 
(Sent from my iPod)  
 
 
On Jan 31, 2011, at 11:00 PM, "Jordon M. Greene" <jmg1159@aol.com> wrote: 

It wasn't a speech on third parties, it was about the fact that voter choice is eliminated because our laws ensure 
only two or three choices at most is all we have, it is about the fact that without free choice that elections matter 
little, that without free choice we cannot truly be effective.  You may disagree with my premise, but that doesn't 
change the fact that it is a charge, a payment, order to vote.  It doesn't change the fact that people could be 
wrongfully turned away, that I likely would have been wrongfully turned away is an example. 
 
As you statement says, "And if someone doesn't have the where-with-all to navigate the registration system, and 
they don't have $10 every 5 years, they maybe that person ought not vote this time," this shows that you 
apparently don't mean it when you say support free and fair elections, because you just admitted that you don't 
mind them being disenfranchised.  It doesn't matter if we disagree with the person, whether we think they are rich 
enough, too poor, too unlike us, to communist, to democrat, whatever it may be, matters not, what matters is the 
freedom of conscience and self-government. 
 
My whole point is that without free choice, and our system precludes the possibility of free choice through our 
ballot access laws (which would make the founders role in the graves and scream tyranny likely just as much as 
taxation), we do not have free and fair elections and we CANNOT until that problem is solved.  The photo ID issue 
is dangerous, and it is not even firmly proven that substantial fraud happens.  Every time things like this happen 
voting rights get hurt, this is just another example.  We cannot continue to disenfranchise people, that is the 
problem.  Eitherway, whether your support photo ID or not, ballot access laws are the core problem and it makes 
little sense to push for free and fair elections by pushing for something like photo ID that will likely harm such, while 
remaining silent (and seemingly opposing, maybe just through silence) the one thing that would actually regain free 
and fair elections.  The logic just doesn't seem to fit. 
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I'm not trying to be harsh, but I'm tired of being denied my right to vote, and tired of countless others being denied 
the same just because our opinions differ.  It is no different than women's suffrage, it is no different than suffrage 
for blacks, it just so happens that this one is based on ideology and has been cloaked by the constant screaming 
of the myths of wasting, stealing and splitting votes and people preferring to vote to win than because it is what 
they truly believe or simply fighting for what helps them, and not caring about what is right or needed for others. 
 
For Liberty's Sake, 
Jordon M. Greene 
www.JordonMGreene.com 
 
I recommend visiting: 
Free the Vote North Carolina - www.FreetheVoteNC.com 
Constitution Party of North Carolina - www.ConstitutionPartyNC.com 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Christine Gates <caldwellteaparty@yahoo.com> 
To: Jordon M. Greene <jmg1159@aol.com> 
Sent: Mon, Jan 31, 2011 6:46 pm 
Subject: Re: ATTENTION: NC Legislature stalling Voter ID bill 

I disagree with your opening premise very much. 
 
And the rest is a tirade about third parties.  
 
We need picture Voter ID. And if someone doesn't have the where-with-all to navigate the registration system, and 
they don't have $10 every 5 years, then maybe that person ought not vote this time. 
 
I am also a big fan of the finger dipped in ink for election security - one man, one vote.    
 
Smiles, Christine 
(Sent from my iPod)  
 
 
On Jan 31, 2011, at 4:13 PM, "Jordon M. Greene" <jmg1159@aol.com> wrote: 

Not only far-left groups oppose the bill. I'm a constitutional-conservative and strongly believe in free and fair 
elections.  Voter ID is dangerous and can actually lead to disenfranchising people, not to mention starting a poll tax 
in essence to vote (unless the state provided each registered voter with a Photo ID for voting free of charge, which 
is unreasonable).  Otherwise, if you have to have a photo ID to vote, and you have to pay for that ID you have had 
to pay to vote, unconstitutional and dangerous.  Not to mention people do not always look like they do on their ID, 
nor does their appearance stay the same for the length of time of their IDs valid state in some cases (mine 
included), as well as deterioration of the ID all can make voting subjective to the whims of the person checking the 
ID.  I personally would have been denied the right to vote with the ID I had in 2008 since it was so unrecognizable,, 
not to mention did not look like me anymore, as my appearance has changed.  I would have had to pay for a new 
ID to vote, and would have had to be sure to do it in enough time.  Also, the fraud that is supposed to be rampant, 
has not been empirically proven from my understanding, though I understand that it does happen and can, but I'd 
rather allow a little of that which has not been proven than to further disenfranchise voters, especially those who 
maybe at the time cannot afford the ID or lose it.  Voting is too important of a right to do that. 
 
However, if the Assembly, Republicans and the Tea Party is at all serious about free and fair elections as the 
former e-mails seems to say, then the real issue that they ought to be pushing hard for is the State's 
unconstitutional, free speech stifling and anti-competitive ballot access restrictions which keep third parties and 
independents off of the ballot.  It doesn't matter if you agree with a third party or not, or whether you like third 
parties.  They just like any Republican or Democrat, have just as much a right to vote, just as much a right to 
freedom of speech, freedom of association and freedom of conscience as do you or any other person.  As Thomas 
Jefferson said, "It behooves every man who values liberty of conscience for himself, to resist invasions of it in the 
case of others."  This is exactly what is at stake here, and what has been at stake in NC since 1901 when the 
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Republicans and Democrats saw fit to prevent competition to their parties by eliminating that competition (I have all 
the laws, and records to back this up if you want them). 
 
NC has the nations 2nd highest ballot access restrictions for new political parties (at 85,379 signatures for 2012) 
and the #1 hardest for independent Congressional Candidates (over 20,000 in 2010, and more in 2012), this is 
why there has NEVER ONCE been an independent on the ballot for US Congress in NC since 1901 when these 
laws started, and why so few (three) parties have appeared on the ballot since the current restrictions were put in 
place in '83.  If you all care about free and fair elections, this is where it starts, because until these laws are 
changed, then individuals with divergent views or simply unable to cast a vote for a Democrat of Republican that 
they do not agree with are prohibited any other choice which otherwise would or could be available to them.  THEN 
we can deal with the other issues.  You can learn more about this issue at Free the Vote NC, 
www.FreetheVoteNC.com or come to our Press Conference at the NC General Assembly tomorrow (Feb. 1) at 
9:00am in front of the Assembly.  As a note, the John Locke Foundation is a supporter of this issue and will likely 
be present at the Conference.  Also, although the John Locke Foundation has not taken a stand on the Voter ID 
issue, from my talking with them they seem to agree that the Voter ID would only work if the state gave photo ID to 
the registered voters FREE of charge for similar reason. 
 
For Liberty's Sake, 
Jordon M. Greene 
www.JordonMGreene.com 
 
I recommend visiting: 
Free the Vote North Carolina - www.FreetheVoteNC.com 
Constitution Party of North Carolina - www.ConstitutionPartyNC.com 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Caldwell TEA Party <caldwellteaparty@charter.net> 
To: CaldwellTEAparty <caldwellteaparty@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Mon, Jan 31, 2011 3:54 pm 
Subject: ATTENTION: NC Legislature stalling Voter ID bill 

http://caldwellteaparty.org/2011/01/31/nc-legislature-stalling-voter-id-bill/ <-- SEE THE WHOLE 
ARTICLE.  

PLEASE CALL ASAP!  
 

Republicans campaigned on preserving our elections with a Voter ID bill.  Now it’s losing steam!  
Please call your Representative at let them knew how important it is to show picture ID at the 
polling place.  
 

Preserving free and fair elections is a cornerstone of freedom and liberty in a Republic like we have 

in America.  
 

Rep. Starnes (919)-733-5931  Edgar.Starnes@ncleg.net  <-- Election committee member.  
 

( or  Rep. Philip Frye 919-733-5661  Phillip.Frye@ncleg.net )  
 

Senator Daniel (919) 715-7823  Warren.Daniel@ncleg.net  
 

These men want the bill to pass this bill, but they have not heard for our side.  They are only being 
contacted by Organizing for America (formerly ACORN), illegal immigration groups, and other far 
Left groups who advocate for the large constituency of questionably eligible voters.  
 

Christine Gates  
Caldwell TEA Party  

http://caldwellTEAparty.org 
 

Get involved.  Make a Difference.  
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